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Abstract
Investigating interaction of the lumpy nature of educational investments and informational
frictions on returns to and costs of education, I show that pessimistic beliefs can be self-
confirmed in equilibrium. Among some of its consequences, I argue that the commonly
pursued research methods may not always identify the true underlying skill distributions.
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1 Introduction

Beliefs about net returns to education constitute perhaps the most important determinant
of educational investment decisions. The very nature of these investments being rare and
taking a lot of effort, time and money to deliver a positive net pay-off, suggests that these
investments may be lumpy. As such, we cannot expect people to get their decisions right by
trial-and-error or by making marginal adjustments.

Recent empirical work in economics of education has documented significant biases in
beliefs about net returns to college education. A common conclusion flowing from this
literature is that these beliefs are often pessimistic,1 and are correlated with households’
socio-economic status.2 Building on these premises, many papers have gone on to investi-
gate effectiveness of interventions addressing these informational frictions with the ultimate
goal of improving the equality of opportunity and allocation of talent.3

1Cf. Ikenberry and Hartle (1998), Horn, Chen and Chapman, Jensen (2010).
2Cf. Betts (1996), Ikenberry and Hartle (1998), Horn et al. (2003), Grodsky and Jones (2007), Bleemer and
Zafar (2018), Boneva and Rauh (2018, 2019).
3Cf. Nguyen (2008), Jensen (2010), Hoxby and Turner (2013, 2015), Dinkelman and Martinez (2014),
Wiswall and Zafar (2015a, b), Bleemer and Zafar (2018), Dynarski et al. (2018), Porter and Serra (2020).
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In this note, I show that in the presence of uncertainty about the true returns to lumpy
educational investments, pessimistic beliefs may persist in the long-run due to being self-
confirmed in equilibrium (in the sense of Fudenberg and Levine 1993).4 In particular, since
pessimistic individuals may underinvest in education, they will receive labor income con-
firming their pessimistic priors in equilibrium. This is at odds with optimistic agents, who
may overinvest in education and find out about their beliefs being upwardly biased through
receiving lower than expected labor income.

The general idea behind the main assumption of this note is that education cannot be
varied by small amounts, as warranted by extensive empirical evidence in the literature
(discussed in Section 2.1). This can be due to the actual years of schooling being bunched
around years associated with the completion of primary, secondary or higher education.
Similarly, pay-offs from pursuing different professions are often concentrated at different
levels. Theoretically, the lumpy investment profile may arise due to non-convex education
adjustment costs or information asymmetries.

Based on the self-confirmation result, I discuss further possible implications of the
interaction between lumpy educational investments and pessimistic biases. First, the self-
confirming nature of pessimistic beliefs implies that it may not be possible to identify
the true inborn skill distributions without identifying the underlying beliefs of students or
their parents. Second, I argue that pessimism may have large negative consequences on
long-run economic growth due to dynamic complementarities between education and pro-
duction sectors. Finally, the interaction of self-confirming equilibria realized at the micro-
and macro-levels may lead to election of politicians implementing suboptimal economic
policies.

This note is organized as follows. In Section 2, I present the main self-confirmation
result using a simple economic model. I discuss economic implications of this finding in
Section 3. Then, Section 4 discusses potential robustness of the main theoretical result to
alternative assumptions on beliefs and various learning algorithms. Section 5 concludes.

2 Model economy

2.1 Objective beliefs

Consider an agent who lives for two periods and values consumption c ≥ 0 according to
the utility function u (c) satisfying u′ (c) > 0, u′′ (c) ≤ 0 and dislikes exerting educational
effort e ≥ 0 according to the disutility function v (e) with v′ (e) , v′′ (c) > 0. In particular,
she maximizes the following quantity:

−v (e) + Eu (c)

where E is the objective expectations operator.
In period 1, the student makes a decision about the level of her effort investment into

education e, which can be thought of as deciding on the whole path of education: from high
school to finishing a Ph.D. Crucially, the human capital accumulation process is governed

4See also Cho and Sargent (2008).
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by the N−step function θ (e):

θ (e) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

θ if e ∈ [0, q1)
θ (q1) if e ∈ [q1, q2)
... ...

θ (qN) if e ∈ [qN, 1]
(1)

where θ > 0 stands for the minimum level of human capital attainable without exerting any
further effort (e.g. finishing at high school education).5

In the second period, after the student graduates, she earns and consumes all of the wage
income w · θ (e), where w is the exogenously given market wage.6

In equilibrium, the student will optimally exert effort at the level level e∗ ∈ {0, q1, ..., qN }
maximizing their expected utility, i.e. according to:

e∗ = qi : −v (qi) + Eu
(
c∗
2 | qi

) ≥ −v
(
qj

) + Eu
(
c2 | qj

) ∀j �= i (2)

Modeling returns to education as a step-function is in line with extensive empirical litera-
ture in labor economics documenting “sheepskin effects” in labor markets, i.e. significantly
larger returns to diploma years compared to in-between years of education (Hungerford
and Solon 1987; Belman and Heywood 1991; Heckman et al. 1996, 2008; Jaeger and Page
1996). Common explanations of these effects include (i) the signaling value associated with
obtaining degrees, (ii) selection of individuals into graduation based on unobservables (to
both econometricians and students themselves), (iii) the holistic nature of human capital
accumulation process, or (iv) a combination of all the previous factors.7

Furthermore, the educational investment profile could become lumpy endogenously as
an optimal decision made by students facing uncertainty about the true return function and
costly information acquisition along the lines of rational inattention literature. In particular,
this could be the case even if the optimal profile without rational inattention was continuous
(see the work of Matejka 2015; Jung et al. 2019).

2.2 Subjective beliefs

Differently to the allocation above, I consider now an agent deciding about her education
under an optimistic or pessimistic subjective belief operator as defined below:

Assumption 1. (subjective beliefs)

• Optimistic belief ES (θ (e)): return function θ (e) is a step function as in Eq. 1
with NO > N steps s.t. ES (θ (qi)) = θ (qi) for N steps and ES (θ (qi)) > 0 for
remaining NO − N steps.

• Pessimistic belief ES (θ (e)): return function θ (e) is a step function as in Eq. 1 with
NP < N steps s.t. ES (θ (qi)) = θ (qi) , i = 1, ..., NP .

Consequently, the optimal educational effort is chosen according to:

e∗ = qi : −v (qi) + ESu
(
c∗
2 | qi

) ≥ −v
(
qj

) + ESu
(
c2 | qj

) ∀j �= i (3)

5In order to maintain clarity of the argument, the human capital accumulation process (1) abstracts from
factors such as monetary inputs or institutional environment, which are certainly very important in reality.
6Theoretically, wages are pinned down by a linear constant returns to scale technology. Thus, I ignore the
impact of changes in supply on the wages associated with schooling.
7For a broader review of this literature, see Huntington-Klein (2020).
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Figure 1 presents an illustration of Assumption 1 with lumpy objective (with N = 4),
subjective pessimistic (with NP = 3) and subjective optimistic (with NO = 7) beliefs
on returns to education. This example can be thought of as presenting objective returns
associated with pursuing only high school (with no effort supplied), 2 year community
college, 4 year community college, graduate or Ph.D. education.

The pessimist does not believe in positive returns associated with attending a 2 year com-
munity college (e.g. due to the common perception of serving only as a stepping stone for
transferring to a 4-year college8). Alternatively, if the missing step was at a higher level, it
could be due to the pessimist not acknowledging the additional value of completing gradu-
ate or Ph.D. programs (e.g. due to being less common in the population, and so being harder
to form a belief on). On the other hand, the optimist believes in 3 additional levels of educa-
tional investments that are not as productive as believed in (e.g. some short courses ending
with certificates).

In practice, such biases may arise for a variety of reasons ranging from a lack of role
models (Nguyen 2008; Porter and Serra 2020), imperfect information about available finan-
cial aid (Roderick et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2011; Dynarski et al. 2018), its administrative
complexity (Bettinger et al. 2012), poverty generating aspiration failures (Ray 2006; Dalton
et al. 2016; Genicot and Ray 2017), to simply being generated by media reports of stu-
dents burdened by their loans (Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance 2001).
Finally, findings in the literature studying effects of perceived returns to effort support the
modeling assumption of human capital accumulation depending on students’ beliefs (Azmat
and Iriberri 2010; Stinebrickner and Stinebrickner 2014; Bandiera et al. 2015; Azmat et al.
2019; Ersoy 2019).

2.2.1 Self-confirming equilibrium

In what follows, I argue that the equilibrium associated with a subjective pessimistic belief
system may be self-confirming. Adapting insights of Fudenberg and Levine (1993) to the
setting of this note, the self-confirming equilibrium is characterized by the coincidence of
subjective and objective beliefs on the equilibrium path (i.e. ES (θ (e∗)) = θ (e∗), where
e∗ is the equilibrium effort choice), but not necessarily off the equilibrium path (i.e. ∃e′ �=
e∗ : ES

(
θ

(
e′)) �= θ

(
e′)). See Supplementary Material for a formal definition of the

self-confirmed equilibrium. Formally, we have that:

Proposition 1 The allocation associated with a pessimistic subjective belief system, that
fits the definition in Assumption 1, constitutes a self-confirmed equilibrium.

Proof See Supplementary Material.

Intuitively, since pessimism limits educational achievements of the student, her belief is
confirmed by the labor market experience. But had the student experimented by pursuing
an off-equilibrium educational investment decision, she could find out that her subjective
beliefs were wrong.

Returning to the example in Fig. 1, the optimal effort decision of the pessimistic student
will be one of 0, 0.25, 0.5 or 0.75, and of the optimistic student - one of 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.375,
0.5, 0.625, 0.75 or 0.875. For the purpose of argument, let us assume that the u (·) and v (·)

8See Trachter (2015) for analysis of this phenomenon in the US.
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Fig. 1 Example of objective, pessimistic and optimistic beliefs on returns to education

functions are s.t. the pessimistic student finds it optimal to invest at the level of e∗ = 0.25,
and the optimistic agent at the level of e∗ = 0.375. Although an investment of e∗ = 0.25
produces equilibrium labor income of 0.5 · w that is perfectly in line with beliefs of the
pessimistic agent, an off-equilibrium experimental choice of e′ = 0.25 − ε would produce
a return of 0.375 · w

(= θ
(
e′) · w

) �= 0
(= ES

(
θ

(
e′)) · w

)
, refuting the pessimistic belief.

On the other hand, an investment of the optimistic agent at the level of e∗ = 0.375 will be
corrected in equilibrium as she will earn θ

(
e′) · w = 0.5 · w, below the expected income of

ES
(
θ

(
e′)) · w = 0.6 · w.

At this point, four further comments are due. First, notice that the discussion of allo-
cations with both the objective and subjective beliefs are consistent with the equilibrium
concept I focus on here since every rational expectations (i.e. with objective beliefs)
equilibrium is a self-confirming equilibrium (but not vice versa).

Second, because in the self-confirming equilibrium agent’s prior beliefs are confirmed,
they have no incentives to experiment in this simple static framework. However, one could
extend it into a repeated decision problem (for with multiple stages of education or over-
lapping generations) and introduce motives for experimenting with off-equilibrium path
decisions. Fudenberg and Levine (2006) show that in such a framework beliefs of biased
agents (or their future generations) could indeed converge to the objective ones under two
conditions: (1) if agents were sufficiently patient, and (2) if the educational decision was
taken sufficiently often. Unfortunately, in reality the educational decisions are taken rather
rarely and as such the biased beliefs can well survive in the long-run. Returning to the
example in Fig. 1, if the model was extended to allow for repeated educational decision,
experimentation could lead the pessimistic agent to learn what the objective returns to edu-
cation look like and so lead to a different optimal choice. On the other hand, the optimistic
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agent will learn about her mistake as soon as she receives labor income below her expecta-
tions. Thus, in such a framework, the optimistic agent could achieve better outcomes than
the pessimistic one if experimentation was prohibitively costly.

Third, notice that a pessimistic belief system can in principle lead students to choose
education at levels both above or below the ones chosen under objective beliefs. Nonethe-
less, I refer to such beliefs as pessimistic due to the very fact that such a decision would
be due to underestimating returns to education at lower levels and as such would lead to a
strictly lower lifetime utility.

Finally, the result of self-confirmed pessimism is related to a number of theoretical
papers. Dalton et al. (2016) show that poorer individuals are more likely to suffer from a
low-effort aspirations failure.9 Their analysis rests on a model where aspirations and effort
are jointly determined in equilibrium, but the former are taken as given. These features
imply that agents end up in a self-confirmed equilibrium similar to the one analyzed here,10

without figuring out the endogeneity of aspirations.11

Furthermore, the difference in beliefs between the pessimist and optimist, and the asso-
ciated equilibrium choices, could stem from different reference points, e.g. due to agent’s
parents having attended college or not. To this end, Koszegi (2010) develops a related solu-
tion concept of the personal equilibrium where multiple equilibria are possible, depending
on reference points of agents.12 If these points are exogenous, decisions taken in the per-
sonal equilibrium are maximizing agent’s utility - similarly as decisions made under the
pessimistic beliefs that maximize subjective utility13 in the self-confirming equilibrium
studied here.

3 Implications

3.1 Identification of underlying skill distributions

Following the insights of Saez (2001), it is a common practice nowadays in public finance
to infer the underlying skill distributions using observed income distributions. The results
above imply that without pinning down the beliefs on net returns to education, the true
inborn skill distribution cannot be identified (but rather its lower bound). While this identi-
fication problem need not apply to researchers interested in eliciting the post-education skill
distributions, it certainly is a very relevant issue in research where an endogenous human
capital accumulation process plays a central role.

Therefore, it would be interesting to verify the optimal policy prescriptions derived in
the literature when the pessimistic beliefs are properly accounted for. Obviously, this is
not to say that we should tax or subsidize people differently based on their past mistakes.
However, it might be worthwhile to investigate the size of social welfare losses in human
capital models that may be prescribing sub-optimal policies due to ignoring the deeply
rooted problem of biased beliefs.

9Defined as failing to achieve what is best and feasible for them.
10The difference in this note is that the self-confirmed equilibrium effort choice of pessimistic agents can be
both below or above the one chosen under objective beliefs.
11See also Dalton and Ghosal (2018) for a more general treatment of these issues.
12See also Koszegi and Rabin (2006).
13But not the objective one.
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3.2 Long-run economic growth

Constraints on human capital accumulation imposed by pessimistic beliefs may have impor-
tant implications for long-run economic growth. This is especially so in light of a dynamic
complementarity between human capital accumulation and firms’ technology adoption (or
R&D) exposed theoretically by Lloyd-Ellis and Roberts (2002) and Stokey (2018), and
empirically by Hanushek and Woessman (2008) and Hsieh and Klenow (2010). On one
hand, without sufficiently high technological progress, workers would face lower incentives
to acquire new skills. On the other, in face of the reduced skill supply, firms would reduce
their technological investments. In face of this intertwined relationship, pessimistic beliefs
may constitute a particularly large drag on the long-run economic growth.

3.3 Political economy

Piketty (1995), Alesina and Angeletos (2005) and Benabou and Tirole (2006) develop polit-
ical economy models where workers face the problem of identifying the true impact of
effort and luck on the income received. This leads some dynasties to believe that economic
outcomes are predominantly determined stochastically and some that it rather depends on
their labor effort, implying different preferences over the degree of public insurance which
is pinned down in equilibrium using the median voter theorem. Because these policies feed
back into agents’ labor effort decisions, the identification problem gives rise to a set of
self-confirmed equilibria with different efficiency and inequality levels.

Given that expectations are an important factor determining educational investments
(Wiswall and Zafar 2015b, 2016; Bleemer and Zafar 2018; Boneva and Rauh 2018, Belfield
et al. 2019), and that the level and variance of labor income significantly varies between
education groups (Meghir and Pistaferri 2004), the interaction of self-confirmed micro-
level pessimism and the macro-level political economy equilibria may result in election of
politicians implementing economic policies further undermining incentives for effort.

4 Robustness

In what follows, I first discuss robustness of the self-confirmed equilibrium result to poten-
tial deviations from main modeling assumptions. Then, I go on to discuss some dynamic
environments in which the self-confirmed beliefs may well survive in spite of students
having ways to learn the truth.

4.1 Assumptions on objective and subjective beliefs

Relative to Assumption 1, an alternative way of defining pessimism is to consider a sub-
jective profile of returns that is strictly below the objective one. Under this assumption, the
student will always be positively surprised by her returns to education, breaking the result
of self-confirmation. While in the above the student was assumed to have a degenerate
unitary belief system, it might be more realistic to assume that students’ prior on returns
to educational investments consists of a distribution of return functions with correspond-
ing subjective probabilities.14 In such a case, false pessimistic beliefs could remain stable

14A source of such a diffused prior could be e.g. uncertainty about one’s innate ability or about net returns to
education.
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whenever the average return coincided with the average belief (as in the Berk-Nash equilib-
rium concept in Esponda and Pouzo 2016), adding to the robustness of the self-confirmation
result. However, while this would certainly hold in the static setup studied here, such a dis-
persed prior could be a source of incentives to experiment if the educational decision was
to be repeated.15

Furthermore, many papers in the literature work with continuous human capital accu-
mulation functions, which can be thought of as a limiting case of the step return function
considered here. Notice that the presence of flat regions in the subjective return function is a
necessary condition for the self-confirmation result. Because of this, this note’s main result
would survive with a continuous objective return function only if the subjective belief on
returns is a step function.

Finally, notice that the model above has assumed that educational outcomes depend only
on the student’s own effort. Since peer effects16 may enable some individuals to achieve
educational results and a career they initially did not even think of, they may well break
the self-confirmed pessimism. However, a necessary condition for this to happen is that
the peer externalities are strong enough to push pessimistic students to the next notch of
achievements.

4.2 Learning algorithms

Consider first a possibility of learning through observed market outcomes in a richer version
of the model with endogenized wage rates17 and agents differing in their inborn ability
affecting the rate of returns to educational effort. Not unrealistically, let us also assume
that the distribution � of ability in the population is unobservable.18 In such a framework,
conditional on observing a realized vector of market wage income θ ·w that is not in line with
a student’s expectation, she can come up with a wrong prior �̃ supporting her subjective
beliefs, and so the self-confirmed equilibrium. For instance, such a dynamic could be due
to students suffering from the confirmation bias.

Alternatively, students may also have an opportunity to acquire information about returns
to education, but processing it can be costly - as in the model of rational inattention with
discrete choices by Matejka and McKay (2015). If we were to write a version of their model
with students differing in their wealth and returns to education being the only uncertain
choice-relevant variable, the poorer students would acquire more information as compared
to their richer peers. This would arise as the overall utility gain from educating would be
higher for the poorer students due to higher marginal utility associated with each additional
unit of the post-education income and consumption.

However, it is arguably more realistic to consider an environment with a fixed amount
of attention available that has to be allocated between consumption and education margins.
The latter could be thought of as uncertainty about prices of consumption goods, or simply a

15 See the discussion on experimentation in Section 2.
16Peer effects could be introduced though a human capital accumulation function satisfying ∂θi (e)

∂ej
�= 0, i �=

j and e being a vector of population efforts.
17One way of generating wage rates that are endogenous to supply of skill in the economy is to assume
that competitive firms employ different types of workers (e.g. high- and low-skilled) that are imperfectly
substitutable, as e.g. in Matsuda and Mazur (2020).
18While students may know their own ability, it is necessary for the sake of argument that they do not know
the population’s true distribution �.
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difference between consumption preferences in the short- and long-run. Since errors in con-
sumption decisions would be much more painful for poorer households (as they would not
be able to smooth these errors so well with their assets), they would allocate less attention
to information acquisition on the true returns to education, relative to richer households. In
such a case, pessimism among the disadvantaged groups would not only persist, but could
also become deeper relative to the rest of society.19

5 Conclusion

In this short note, I analyze the interaction of biased beliefs about returns to educational
attainment and lumpy returns to education. Using a simple two period human capital model,
I argue that pessimistic beliefs (defined as a belief ignoring positive returns associated with
some steps of education) may be self-confirmed in equilibrium. In a nutshell, while beliefs
of optimists are likely to be corrected upon entering the labor market and earning less
than expected, this need not be the case with pessimists. Because pessimistic beliefs may
curb educational investments, pessimists are likely to receive labor income confirming their
beliefs. Thus, pessimism may persist in the long-run.

This result has profound implications. First, it shows that the commonly pursued in the
literature methods of identifying inborn ability distributions may not be valid. Second, in
light of dynamic complementarities between human capital accumulation and technological
investments by firms, pessimismmay significantly slow down the rate of long-run economic
growth. Third, because educational outcomes have significant impact on economic well-
being of individuals and their relative position in the society, pessimists may be inclined to
vote for politicians implementing sub-optimal policies, which can be cementing pessimism
even further.

Finally, since the main argument of this note is derived in a stylized environment, I
discuss robustness of the self-confirmed equilibrium result to alternative assumptions on
subjective and objective beliefs about returns to education. Similarly, I outline some learning
environments where the true shape of the return function may remain unlearnable.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10888-021-09486-7.
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